
GOAL: Get MUCH  Better!
PRACTICE FREQUENCY: Perform tasks with Repetitive Regularity!

Task

How Are You Making 

the Task Happen? Why Are You Doing Actions This Way? Feedback Metrics: Progression of Mental Model Improvements

Racing

Race to pace
Pushing redline pace 

without bonking.
Maximize race quickness for race distance.

~ Actual time to pace 

target

~ Peer comparisons

Know what your target pace feels like in race 

conditions. Learn to feel differences of too hard vs. 

too easy. Understand how to push lungs, muscles, 

and mind without breaking. 

Know race rules

Reading rule book. 

Attending pre-race 

briefings.

Mitigate time penalties. Prevent DQ penalties.

~ # of races 

completed without 

penalties or DQ's. 

Learn rules. Learn how to maximize speed and 

minimize energy output within boundaries of rules.

Bring what you need

Deciding what's 

required, what's nice to 

have, what's not needed.

Minimize distractions of hauling excess 

equipment to a race.

~ # of items brought 

to race but not used

Check the weather ahead of race day. Take critical 

back-ups like spare tubes and goggles. Talk with 

others about what they take. Big races have Expos to 

buy most items if something fails on site.

Prevent fatal flaws

Identifying fatal flaws 

and preparing plans and 

actions to prevent.

Fatal flaws can turn a great race day into a 

nightmare.

~ # of near-miss fatal 

flaws

~ # of fatal flaws in 

race

Recognize the difference between fatal flaws, 

strengths, and weaknesses. 

Focus on pre-race rituals

Establishing and 

performing rituals 

including consistency as 

part of race warm-ups.

Rituals reduce anxieties. They serve as 

substitutes to controlling things at a race that 

are not really controllable. 

~ Track outcomes 

and/or rating 

identification to 

processes. 

Show adoptability based on specific race defined 

protocols. Some allow swim warm-ups, others don't. 

Some allow bikes to be checked out of the transition 

area the morning of the race. Most big races don't. 

Be flexible. At a minimum, visualize your race. Be 

ready to live it too if necessary!

PERFECT TRIATHLON PRACTICE
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